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Abstract
We propose trace event structures as a starting point for constructing e ective branching time temporal logics in a non-interleaved setting. As a rst step towards achieving this goal, we de ne the notion
of a regular trace event structure. We then provide some simple characterizations of this notion of regularity both in terms of recognizable
trace languages and in terms of nite 1-safe Petri nets.

0 Introduction
This paper may be viewed as a rst step towards the construction of e ective
branching time temporal logics in a non-interleaved setting. We believe the
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study of such logics will yield the formal basis for extending { to a branching
time framework { the partial order based veri cation techniques that have
been established in the linear time world [GW, Pel, Val].
For achieving the stated goal one must identify the structures over which
the logics are to be interpreted. We propose here objects called trace event
structures as suitable candidates. We also initiate their systematic study by
pinning down the notion of regularity for these structures.
Trace event structures constitute a common generalization of trees and
(Mazurkiewicz) traces. In a linear time setting, moving from sequences to
traces has turned out to be a very fruitful way of going from total orders to
partial orders. Trees, which may be viewed as objects obtained by gluing
together sequences, constitute the basic structures in the branching time
world. Hence it seems worthwhile to glue together traces and consider the
resulting structures, called trace event structures as a basic class of structures
for settings in which the underlying temporal frames have the avour of both
branching time and non-interleaved behaviours.
A good deal of the solutions to the decidability and model checking problems for branching time logics hinges on the notion of a regular labelled tree.
For instance, SnS , the monadic second order theory of n-branching trees,
is decidable because the decision problem for this logic can be reduced (as
shown in the famous paper by Rabin [Rab]) to the emptiness problem for
tree automata running over labelled in nite trees. The emptiness problem
for these tree automata is decidable because the language of labelled in nite
trees accepted by a tree automaton is non-empty only if it accepts a regular
labelled tree.
Thus, to test the e ectiveness and adequacy of automata and logics to
be interpreted over trace event structures, one must understand what are
regular trace event structures. Here we provide an obvious de nition and
some simple characterizations of this notion of regularity.
We start with a presentation of trace structures. We do so because they
are known in the literature [NW, PK] and the means for going back and forth
between trace structures and trace event structures is also well-understood.
Indeed, in [PK] a number of branching time temporal logics over trace structures are considered. However these logics turn out to be undecidable. In
2

our view, the key to obtaining useful and yet decidable branching time logics over trace structures is to suitably limit the quality of the objects over
which quanti cation is to be allowed. We feel that the study of trace event
structures will help in identifying the required restrictions.
In section 2 we de ne regular trace structures and provide an \eventbased" characterization of regularity. Trace event structures are introduced
in section 3. The notion of regularity and its characterization is transported
from trace structures to trace event structures in section 4. Labelled trace
event structures are introduced in section 5 and regular labelled trace event
structures are characterized in this section.
The result concerning labelled trace event structures turns out to be {
in an event-based language { a conservative extension of the standard result
concerning regular labelled trees (see for instance [Tho]). In section 6 we
show that regular trace event structures and their labelled versions can be
identi ed with unfoldings of nite 1-safe Petri nets. In the concluding section
we discuss future work.

1 Trace Structures
A (Mazurkiewicz) trace alphabet is a pair (DR; I ) where DR is a nite
non-empty alphabet set and I  DR  DR is an irre exive and symmetric
relation called the independence relation. We will often refer to DR as the
set of directions.

Example 1.1 As a running example we shall use the trace alphabet (DR0 ; I0)
where DR0 = fl; m; rg and I0 = f(l; r); (r; l)g.
2
As usual, DR is the set of nite words generated by DR and  is the
null word. The independence relation I induces the natural equivalence relation I . It is the least equivalence relation contained in DR  DR which
satis es:

 If ; 0 2 DR and (a; b) 2 I then ab0 I ba0.
3

The I -equivalence classes are called ( nite Mazurkiewicz) traces. []
will denote the I -equivalence class containing . We let TR(DR; I ) be the
set of traces over (DR; I ). In other words, TR(DR; I ) = DR =I . Where
(DR; I ) is clear from the context, we will write [] instead of [] and we
will write TR instead of TR(DR; I ).
I

I

Example 1.1 (cont.) Let TR0 be the set of traces over (DR0 ; I0). Then
flrm; rlmg is a member of TR0. Note also that [lmr] = flmrg.
2
Traces can be ordered in an obvious way. This ordering relation v(DR;I )
 TR  TR is given by

 [] v(DR;I ) [0] i there exists 00 2 DR such that 00 2 [0].
It is easy to observe that v(DR;I ) is a partial order. From now on, we shall
almost always write v instead of v(DR;I ) whenever (DR; I ) is clear from the
context. Abusing notation, we shall also use v to denote the restriction of
v to a given subset of TR.

Example 1.1 (cont.) In TR0, we have [r] v [llrm]. We also have [lmr] 6v
[rml] and [rml] 6v [lmr].
2
We can now de ne one of the primary objects of interest in this paper.

De nition 1.2 Let (DR; I ) be a trace alphabet. A trace structure over
(DR; I ) is a subset B  TR(DR; I ) of traces which satis es the following

conditions.

(TS1) If [] 2 B and [ 0] v [] then [ 0] 2 B .
(TS2) If [a]; [b] 2 B with  2 DR and (a; b) 2 I then [ab] 2 B .

2
4

Trace structures have a well-understood relationship with prime event
structures ([RT, NW]). This relationship, which nds a clean and general
presentation in [NW], will play a central role in the present work. Trace
structures have been called trace systems in a logical setting [PK].
We shall adopt the standpoint that trace structures represent distributed
behaviours in a branching time framework just as traces represent distributed
behaviours in a linear time framework (see for instance [Thi]). Let B 
TR(DR; I ) be a trace structure. Then B is supposed to stand for the poset
(B; v). The crucial new feature { in contrast to the classical setting { is
that some elements of B might have a common future due to the causal
independence of directions as permitted by I . Indeed, the classical setting is
restored whenever I = ;.

Example 1.1 (cont.) f[]; [l]; [r]; [lm]; [lr]; [lrm]g is a trace structure over

(DR0 ; I0). The Hasse diagram of the behaviour captured by this structure is
shown in g. 1.1.
2

[l]

xx
xx
x
x
xx
xx
FF
FF
FF
FF
F

[lm]

[] DD

DD
DD
DD
D

[lr]

zz
zz
z
z
zz

[r]

[lrm]
Figure 1.1
As this example suggests, we have a very generous notion of a branching
time behaviour at this stage. In the classical setting (i.e. when I = ;), one
would demand that the tree represented by a trace structure should have
\proper" frontiers; for each node either all its successors must be present
or none must be present. This demand is usually made for obtaining clean
automata theoretic constructions. At present we do not have a good notion
5

of automata running over trace (event) structures. Hence we shall ignore
the issue of proper frontiers and work with the generous class of behaviours
admitted by def. 1.2.
It will be convenient to establish the link between trace languages and
I -consistent word languages. A trace language is just a subset of TR. The
word language L  DR is said to be I -consistent in case []  L for every
 2 L. In other words, either all members of a trace are in L or none of
them are in L. It is easy to see that subsets of TR and I -consistent subsets
of DR represent each other. Through the remaining sections, we shall often
refer to this connection via the map ts : 2T R ! 2DR given by
[
ts(L^ ) = f[] j [] 2 L^ g:
Clearly, for every L^  TR, ts(L^) is an I -consistent subset of DR . We
shall often apply ts to a trace structure. After all, a trace structure can be
viewed as a trace language which satis es the two closure properties (TS1)
and (TS2).

2 Regular Trace Structures
Through the rest of the paper we x a trace alphabet (DR; I ) and often refer
to it implicitly. We let a:b:d range over DR and let , 0, and 00 with or
without subscripts range over DR . D is the dependence relation given by
D = (DR  DR) ? I . The notations and terminology developed so far w.r.t.
(DR; I ) will be assumed throughout. For convenience, we will often write 
instead of [] in talking about traces. From the context it should be clear
whether we are referring to the word  or the trace [].

De nition 2.1
(i) Let B  TR be a trace structure and  2 B . Then B = f 0 j  0 2 B g.
(ii) The equivalence relation RB  B  B is given by:

 R B  0 i B  = B 0 :
6

(iii) The trace structure B is regular i RB is of nite index.

2

Our main goal is to characterize the regularity of objects called labelled trace
event structures to be introduced in section 5. They will be labelled versions
of the event structure representations of trace structures. With this as motivation, the rest of this section will be devoted to establishing an event-based
characterization of regular trace structures. We note that the regularity of
a trace structure just guarantees that it has an ultimately periodic shape.
However, for the labelled objects dealt with later, our de nition will amount
to a conservative extension of the notion of a regular labelled tree.
It should be clear that the trace structure (B; v) is regular i B is a
recognizable subset of TR. It will be convenient to rst bring this out in a
more formal fashion.
We say that L^  TR is recognizable i ts(L^ ) is a recognizable (equivalently, regular) subset of DR . For L  DR we denote by L the right
congruence contained in DR  DR which is induced by L via
 L 0 i 800:[00 2 L i 000 2 L]:
From the well-known fact that L is a recognizable subset of DR i L is of
nite index, the next observation is immediate.

Proposition 2.2 The following statements are equivalent:
(i) (B; v) is a regular trace structure.
(ii) B  TR is recognizable.

2

For the event-based characterization we are after, it is necessary to de ne
so-called prime elements of TR. Suppose  6= . Then last() is the letter
that appears last in .
We say that  is prime i  6=  and there exists d such that last(0) = d
for every 0 2 [].

Example 2.3 In TR0, [llrm] is prime but [lmlr] is not.
7
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For each , we de ne pr() = f0 j 0 is prime and 0 v Sg. Of course,
pr() = ; only if  = . Finally, for L^  TR we set pr(L^ ) = 2L^ pr().
It turns out prime traces constitute the building blocks of the poset of
traces (TR; v). To bring this out, let the compatibility relation " TR  TR
be de ned as:  " 0 i there exists 00 such that  v 00 and 0 v 00. Further,
if X  TR then tX will denote the l.u.b. of X (under v) in TR if it exists.
The next set of results have been assembled from [NW].

Proposition 2.4
(i) Suppose X  TR such that  "  0 for every ;  0 2 X . Then tX exists.

(ii)  = tpr() for every .

(iii) Let B be a trace structure and X  B such that tX exists in TR.
Then tX 2 B .
(iv) Let B be a trace structure and  2 TR. Then  2 B i pr()  B .

The rest of the section will be devoted to establishing the following characterization of regular trace structures.

Theorem 2.5 Let B be a trace structure. Then the following statements are

equivalent.

(i) B is regular.

2

(ii) pr(B ) is recognizable.

We shall show that B is recognizable i pr(B ) is recognizable. Theorem 2.5
will then follow at once from proposition 2.2.

Lemma 2.6 Suppose the trace structure B is recognizable. Then pr(B ) is
also recognizable.

8

Proof: Let L = ts(B ). Then L is recognizable and hence there exists a deterministic nite state automaton A operating over DR such that L(A), the
language recognized by A, is L. Now consider the deterministic automaton
Atop = (Q; !; qin; F ) also operating over DR de ned by
 Q = 2DR
 !  Q  DR  Q is given by: X !d Y i Y = (X ? D(d)) [fdg where
D(d) = fd0 j d0 D dg.
 qin = ;.
 F = ffdg j d 2 DRg.
It is easy to see that L(A) \ L(Atop) = Lpr where Lpr = ts(pr(B )).

2

For showing the converse of lemma 2.6 we shall make use of Zielonka's theorem [Zie] and the gossip automaton [MS]. For presenting Zielonka's theorem
we need to introduce asynchronous automata operating over distributed alphabets. A distributed alphabet is a family fpgp2P where P is a nite set
of processes (sequential agents) and each p is a nite set of actions; the
set of actions the agent p participates in.S We associate a distribution function loc~ :  ! 2P with ~ where  = p2P p is the global alphabet and
loc~ (x) = fp j x 2 pg for each x in . This in turn induces canonically
the trace alphabet (; I~ ) where I~     is obtained via: x I~ y i
loc~ (x) \ loc~ (y) = ;.
On the other hand, a trace alphabet can be implemented as a distributed
alphabet in many di erent ways. Here we shall exclusively work with maximal D-cliques. For our speci c trace alphabet (DR; I ) we call p  DR a
maximal D-clique in case p is a maximal subset of DR with the property
p  p  D. We let P = fp1; p2; : : :; pK g be the set of maximal D-cliques of
(DR; I ). We let p; q range over P and P; Q range over non-empty subsets of
P . For Q = fpi1 ; pi2 ; : : : ; pi g with i1 < i2 : : : < il we will often instead write
Q = fi1; i2; : : :; ilg. This will be especially convenient when dealing with the
gossip automaton.
l
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P , viewed as the names of a set of processes gives rise to the distributed
g = fDRp gp2P where DRp = p for each p. This distributed
alphabet DR
alphabet implements (DR; I ) in the sense that the canonical trace alphabet
g is exactly (DR; I ).
induced by DR

Example 2.3 (cont.) The maximal D-cliques of (DR0 ; I0) are fl; mg and
fm; rg. Hence the distributed alphabet obtained via maximal D-cliques is
g 0 = ffl; mg; fm; rgg.
DR
2
In what follows, we shall often have to deal with P -indexed families of
the form fXpgp2P and DR-indexed families of the form fYd gd2DR. In both
cases, we shall often write fXpg and fYdg respectively.
g = fDRp g is a structure A =
An asynchronous automaton over DR
(fSpg; f!d g, Sin; F ) where the various parts of A are de ned as follows. In
doing so, we shall also develop some terminology and notations.

 Each Sp is a nite non-empty set of states called p-states. They are the

local states of the agent p.
S = Sp2P Sp is the set of local states. A Q-state is a map s : Q ! S
such that s(q) 2 Sq for each q in Q. We let SQ denote the set of Qstates and call SP , the set of global states. A d-state is just a Q-state
where Q = locDR
f (d). Recall that locDR
f (d) = fp j d 2 pg.
We let Sd denote the set of d-states. If P  Q and s is a Q-state then
(s)P is the restriction of s to P .
 !d  Sd  Sd for each d.
 Sin  SP is the set of global initial states.
 F  SP is the set of global nite states.

From now on we shall only consider asynchronous automata operating
g = fDRpg. Hence we will almost
over the xed distributed alphabet DR
g and write loc instead of locDR
always suppress mention of DR
f.
10

Let A = (fSpg; f!dg; Sin; F ) be an asynchronous automaton. Then
f! dg induces the global transition relation ! A  SP  DR  SP given
by:
d
Let s; s0 2 SP and d 2 DR. Then s !
A s0 i the following conditions are
satis ed:
(i) ((s)d; (s0)d ) 2! d.
(ii) 8p 2= loc(d): s(p) = s0(p).
Let prf () be the set of pre xes of . Then a run of A over  is a map
d
 : prf () ! SP such that () 2 Sin and for every 0d 2 prf (), (0) !
A
(0d). The run  is accepting i () 2 F . The language recognized by A
is denoted as L(A) and is de ned to be the least subset DR satisfying:

 2 L(A) i there exists an accepting run of A over .
We say that A is deterministic in case ! A is a deterministic transition
d
d
relation. In other words, s !
A s0 and s !A s00 imply s0 = s00. Moreover,
jSinj = 1. We shall say that A is complete in case A has a run over every 
in DR . Zielonka's theorem can be phrased as follows.

Theorem 2.7 Let L^  TR and ts(L^ ) = L. Then L^ is recognizable i
there exists a deterministic complete asynchronous automaton A such that
L(A) = L.

2

For presenting the gossip automaton we need the notion of a local view of a
trace. The p-view of  is denoted as #p () and is de ned as: #p () = tf0 j
0 2 pr() and last(0) 2 pg. Noting that t; = fg, it follows easily that
#p () is well-de ned for every .
The next set of observations follows easily from the de nitions and [NW].
11

Proposition 2.8

(i) For every ,  = tp2P # p().

(ii) Suppose B is a trace structure and  2 TR. Then  2 B i # p() 2 B
for every p.
2

We can now de ne a function which will pick out the agent in Q which has
the latest information { among the agents in Q { at a trace about some agent
(which might or might not be in Q).
Accordingly, latest Q : TR  P ! Q is de ned as:
latest Q (; p) = q^ provided q^ is the agent in Q with least index which
has the property that #j (#q ())  #j (#q^ ()) for every q 2 Q. Recall
that P = fp1; p2; : : :; pK g. In dealing with the gossip automaton, we will
often write i instead of pi (with i 2 f1; 2; : : :; K g). The gossip automaton
computes the latest Q using only a bounded amount of information. For our
purposes, the key result proved in [MS] can be phrased as follows:

Theorem 2.9 There exists an e ectively constructible deterministic complete asynchronous automaton

A? = (f?p g; f)dg; ?in ; ?P )
such that for each Q = fi1 ; i2; : : :; in g  P there exists an e ectively computable function gossipQ = ?i  ?i : : :  ?i  P ! Q such that, for every
 and every p,

1

2

n

latestQ(; p) = gossipQ ( (i1);  (i2); : : : ;  (in); p)
where ? () =  and ? is the unique run of ? over .

2

Thus, by examining the Q-states of A? at ? (), we can, with a bit of work,
determine which agent among Q has the latest information about p at .
Using the gossip automaton we can associate with each asynchronous automaton, a second asynchronous automaton Apr with the following property.
12

Fix  and suppose that A reaches the global state s(p) after running over
#p () (i.e. after running over some member of ts(#p ()). Further suppose
that Apr reaches the global state s^ after running over  and A? (the gossip
automaton) reaches the global state  after running over . Then for each
p, it will be the case that s^(p) = (s(p);  (p)).
Using this association between A and Apr we can easily obtain the result
we are after. Let A = (fSpg; f! dg; Sin ; F ). Recall that A? = (f?pg; f)dg,
?in ; ?P ). We now de ne the asynchronous automaton Apr = (fS^pg; fRdg; S^in; F^ )
as follows:

 For each q, S^q = SP  ?q .
 Let s^; t^ 2 S^d with s^(p) = (s(p); p) and ^t(p) = (t(p); p) for each p in
loc(d). Then (^s; ^t) 2 Rd i the following conditions are satis ed:
(i) ((s(p))d ; (t(p))d ) 2!d . Recall that (s)d is s restricted to loc(d) in
case s is a Q-state with loc(d)  Q.
(ii) (d ; d) 2 )d where d and d are the two d-states of A? satisfying
d (p) = p and d(p) = p for every p 2 loc(d).
(iii) Suppose loc(d) = Q = fi1; i2; : : : ; ing, q 2 Q and p 2= Q. Then

t(q)(p) = s(^q)(p) where q^ = gossip Q(i1 ; i2 ; : : :; i ; p). Recall that
s^(x) = (s(x); x) foe every x 2 loc(d).
(iv) For every p; q 2 loc(d), t(p) = t(q).
 Let Sin = fsing and ?in = fin g. Then S^in = fs^in g where for each p,
s^in(p) = (sin ; in(p)).
 Let s^ 2 S^P with s^(p) = (s(p); p) for each p. Then s^ 2 F^ i s(p) 2 F for
every p.
n

Lemma 2.10 Let B be a trace structure. Suppose pr(B ) is recognizable.
Then B is also recognizable.
Proof: Let ts(pr(B )) = L. Then by theorem 2.7, there exists a deterministic
complete asynchronous automaton A such that L(A) = L. Now consider the
13

automaton Apr associated with A and constructed as speci ed above. Then
we claim that L(Apr) = L0 where L0 = ts(B ).
To see this, for each  let  (^ ) be the unique run of A (Apr ) over .
Then induction on the length of  accompanied by an examination of the
de nitions will yield the following:
Fact: Let ^ () = s^ with s^(p) = (s(p); p) for each p. Let q 2 ts(#q ()) and
 (q) = s. Then s(q) = s.
Hence from the de nition of Apr it follows that  2 L(Apr ) i #p () 
L(A) = L for every p. But then according to proposition 2.8,  2 B i
# p() 2 B for every p. Consequently,  2 L0 i # p()  L for every p. Thus
 2 L0 i  2 L(Apr ) as required.
2
q

Theorem 2.5 now follows at once from lemmas 2.6, 2.10 and prop. 2.2.
Lemma 2.10 admits a direct proof as shown in [DM]. However, for the net
theoretic characterization of regularity that we obtain later, it is necessary
to have our construction underlying the proof of lemma 2.10.

3 Trace Event Structures
We now wish to view trace structures as prime event structures. In this representation the causality, con ict and concurrency relation that glue together
a trace structure will become explicit. The main motivation for considering
this representation is that we expect the automata theoretic treatment of
trace structures to be carried out in terms of their prime event structure
representations.
We start with a notation concerning posets. Let (X; ) be a poset and
Y  X . Then # Y = fx j 9y 2 Y; x  yg and " Y = fx j 9y 2 Y; y  xg.
Whenever Y is a singleton with Y = fyg we will write # y (" y) instead of
# fY g (" fY g).
A prime event structure is a triple ES = (E; ; #) where (E; ) is a
poset and #  E  E is an irre exive and symmetric relation such that the
following conditions are met:
14

 # e is a nite set for every e 2 E .
 For every e1; e2; e3 2 E , if e1#e2 and e2  e3 then e1#e3.
E is the set of events and  is the causality relation. # is the con ict relation.
As usual, the states of a prime event structure will be called con gurations. We say that c  E is a con guration i c =# c and (c  c) \ # = ;. It
is easy to see that ; is always a con guration and more interestingly, # e is a
1 be the set of ( nite and in nite)
con guration for every event e. We let CES
con gurations and CES denote the set of nite con gurations of ES .
It will be useful to introduce two derived relations associated with a prime
event structure. Let ES = (E; ; #) be a prime event structure. Then
l E  E is de ned as: e l e0 i e < e0 (i.e. e  e0 and e 6= e0) and for
every e00, if e  e00  e0 then e = e00 or e00 = e0. In other words, l=< ? <2.
Next we de ne the minimal con ict relation #  E  E via:
e # e0 i (# e # e0) \ # = f(e; e0)g:
A DR-labelled prime event structure is a quadruple ES = (E; ; #; )
where (E; ; #) is a prime event structure and  : E ! DR is a labelling
function. We can now present the proposed event structure representation
of trace structures.

De nition 3.1 A trace event structure over (DR; I ) is a DR-labelled prime
event structure ES = (E; ; #; ) which satis es the following requirements
(with e; e0 ranging over E ):

(TES1) e # e0 implies (e) 6= (e0 )
(TES2) If e l e0 or e # e0 then ((e); (e0)) 2 D
(TES3) If ((e); (e0)) 2 D then e  e0 or e0  e or e # e0.

2
15

Thus a trace event structure is a DR-labelled prime event structure in
which the DR-orientation of the events (as speci ed by the labelling function)
respects the independence relation I . This is captured by the conditions
(TES2) and (TES3). The rst condition (TES1) merely re ects the fact that
if [] = [0] then [d] = [0d]. These remarks might be easier to appreciate
once we explain how trace structures and trace event structures represent
each other. But rst we shall consider some examples.
In diagramatic descriptions of labelled prime event structures the poset of
events ordered by the causality relation will be shown by its Hasse diagram.
The elements of the minimal con ict relation will be shown as squiggly edges.
The con ict relation is then the relation uniquely induced by the causality
and the minimal con ict relations. The events will be drawn as boxes.

Example 3.1 Recall (DR0 ; I0) with DR0 = fl; m; rg and I0 = f(l; r); (r; l)g.
In g. 3.1 (a) and 3.1 (b) and 3.1 (c) we show three examples of DR0 -labelled
prime event structures. None of them constitutes a trace event structure over
(DR0 ; I0).

e1 l
/o

/o
/o

l e2

l e1

e1 l

r e2

e3 r



(a)

(b)

/o

/o
/o

y
yy
yy
y
yy

r e2 F

FF
FF
FF
F
"

|

m e4

(c)

Figure 3.1
In g. 3.1 (a) we have e1 # e2 with (e1) = (e2). In g. 3.1 (b)
we have e1 l e2 with ((e1) = (e2)) 2= D. In g. 3.1 (c) we have two
violations. Firstly e1 # e2. But ((e1) = (e2)) 2= D. Secondly we have
((e3); (e4)) 2 D but e3  e4, e4  e3 and (e3; e4) 2= #.

Example 3.2 In g. 3.2 we show an in nite trace event structure over
(DR0 ; I0).
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Figure 3.2

Example 3.3 Let (DR1 ; I1) be the trace alphabet with DR1 = fl; rg and
I1 = ;. Then every trace over this trace alphabet is a singleton. In gure 3.3
we show a trace event structure over (DR1 ; I1 ). It may be viewed as an event
structure representation of the full binary tree DR1 .
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Figure 3.3
Let ESi = (Ei; i; #i; i ), i = 1; 2 be a pair of DR-labelled prime event
structures. We say that ES1 and ES2 are isomorphic { and denote this by
ES1  ES2 { i there exists a bijection f : E1 ! E2 such that e1 1 e01
i f (e1) 2 f (e01) and e1 #1 e01 i f (e1) #2 f (e01) for every e1; e01 2 E1.
Furthermore we require 2(f (e1)) = 1(e1) for every e1 2 E1.
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Let T RS (DR; I ) be the class of trace structures over (DR; I ) (written
from now on as just T RS ). Let T ES (DR; I ) be the class of trace event
structures over (DR; I ) (written from now on as T ES ). Using the maps
tes : T RS ! T ES and est : T ES ! T RS we will bring out the fact that
T RS and T ES are di erent but equivalent descriptions of the same class of
objects.
Let B 2 T RS . Then tes(B ) = (E; ; #; ) where:

 E = pr(B ).
  is v restricted to pr(B )  pr(B ).
 # = f(; 0) j ; 0 2 pr(B ) and  6" 0g.
(Recall that  " 0 i there exists 00 2 TR such that  v 00 and
0 v 00.)
 () = last () for every  2 pr(B ).
To de ne the map est we must consider linearizations of the con gurations
of a trace event structure and read o traces from these linearizations using
the labelling function. Let ES = (E; ; #; ) be a trace event structure and
let c 2 CES . Then  2 E  is called a linearization of c i it is a linearization
of the poset (c; c) where c is  restricted to c  c. More precisely,  is
required to satisfy:

 No event e 2 E ? c appears in .
 Every event e 2 c appears exactly once in .
 If e; e0 2 c with e < e0 then e appears before e0 in .
We let lin(c) be the set of linearizations of the con guration c. By abuse
of notation, we use  to also denote the unique homomorphic extension of
 : E ! DR to  : E  ! DR. In other words () =  and (e) = ()(e)
for  2 E . Finally, we de ne (c) = f() j  2 lin(c)g.
Let ES = (E; ; #; ) 2 T ES . Then est(ES ) = f[] j  2 (c) for some
c 2 CES . From the results of [NW] it is straightforward to establish the
following:
18

Proposition 3.2
(i) tes is well de ned. In other words, tes(B ) 2 T ES for every B 2 T RS .

(ii) est is well de ned. In other words, est(ES ) 2 T RS for every ES 2
T ES .
(iii) est(tes(B )) = B for every B 2 T RS .
(iv) tes(est(ES ))  ES for every ES 2 T ES .

2

It is in the sense of (iii) and (iv) trace event structures and trace structures
represent each other. A strong version of this statement in a categorical
setting can be found in [NW]. To conclude this section, we show in g. 3.4,
the trace event structure corresponding to the trace behaviour of g. 1.1.
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4 Regular Trace Event Structures
Our goal here is to transport the notion of regularity from trace structures
to trace event structures. As before, the material in this section also will be
developed w.r.t. the xed trace alphabet (DR; I ).
Let ES = (E; ; #; ) be a trace event structure and c 2 CS . We de ne
#(c) = fe0 j 9e 2 c: e # e0g. We then denote the substructure rooted at c as
ES nc and de ne it to be the quadruple ES nc = (E 0; 0; #0; 0) where

 E 0 = E ? (c [ #(c)).
 0 is  restricted to E 0  E 0.
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 #0 is # restricted to E 0  E 0.
 0 is  restricted to E 0.
Proposition 4.1 Let ES = (E; ; #; ) be a trace event structure and c 2
CES . Then ES nc is also a trace event structure.
Proof: Let ES nc = (E 0; 0; #0; 0). From the de nitions it is clear that
ES nc is a DR-labelled prime event structure. We must verify that 0 respects

I in the required sense.
Suppose x; y 2 E 0 with x l0 y. We must show that (0(x); 0(y)) 2 D. It
suces to show that x l y (in ES ) because then ((x); (y)) 2 D due to the
fact that ES is a trace event structure and 0(x) = (x) and 0(y) = (y).
So assume for contradiction that there exists z 2 E such that x < z < y
in ES . If z 2 E 0 then we have x <0 z <0 y as well which would contradict
x l0 y. But z 2= E 0 implies z 2 c or z 2 #(c). If z 2 c then c =# c leads to
x 2 c which contradicts x 2 E 0. If z 2 #(c) then for some z0 2 c it is the
case that z0 # z. But then z < y and hence z0 # y so that y 2 #(c) which
contradicts y 2 E 0. Hence it must be the case that x l y.
Next suppose that x; y 2 E 0 with x #0 y. Again it suces to show that
x # y (in ES ) because then we can easily conclude (0(x); 0(y)) 2 D. So
assume for contradiction that (x; y) 2= #. Note that x #0 y implies x #0 y
and hence x # y.
If (x; y) 2= #, then there exists a pair (x0; y0) in (# x # y) \ # such that
0
(x ; y0) 6= (x; y). Assume without loss of generality that x0 6= x. Then x0 < x
and y0  y. Hence x0#y. Suppose x0 2 E 0. Then x0 <0 x and x0 #0 y as well,
leading to the contradiction that (x; y) 2= #0.
So assume that x0 2= E 0. Hence x0 2 c or x0 2 #(c). If x0 2 c then
x0#y leads to y 2 #(c) which contradicts y 2 E 0. If x0 2 #(c) then x0#z
for some z 2 c. But then x0 < x leads to z # x which in turn implies that
x 2 #(c). But this contradicts x 2 E 0. Hence x # y and consequently
(0(x); 0(y)) 2 D as required.
Now suppose that x; y 2 E 0 such that (0 (x); 0(y)) 2 D. Then ((x); (y)) 2
20

D. Since ES is a trace event structure we must have x  y or y  x or x # y.
Hence x 0 y or y 0 x or x #0 y as required.
2
We can now de ne regularity of trace event structures.

De nition 4.2 Let ES be a trace event structure.
(i) RES  CES  CES is given by:

c RES c0 i ES nc  ES nc0:
(ii) ES is regular i the equivalence relation RES is of nite index.

2

It should be clear that the trace event structure ES is regular i est(ES ) is
a regular trace structure. It will be worthwhile to establish this connection
precisely.
Recall that if B is a trace structure with  2 B then B = f0 j 0 2 B g.

Lemma 4.3 Let ES be a trace event structure with c 2 CS and  2 (c).
Then est(ES nc) = B .
Proof: Follows easily from the de nitions and the constructions in [NW].2
Proposition 4.4 The trace event structure ES is regular i est(ES ) is a

regular trace structure.

Proof: Follows easily from lemma 4.3 and prop. 4.1.

2

Let ES = (E; ; #; ) be a trace event structure and e 2 E . Then # e can
be identi ed with the trace (# e). We now wish to show that ES is regular
i for every d, the collection of d-labelled events, viewed as a collection of
traces, is recognizable. Let ES = (E; ; #; ) be a trace event structure.
21

We let Ed = fe j e 2 E and (e) = dg. We next de ne, for each d, the trace
language LES
d via:

LES
d = f[ ] j  2 (# e) for some e 2 Ed g:
The matching notion for trace structures will be denoted prd (B ). More precisely, if B is a trace structure then prd (B ) = f j  2 pr(B ) and last() = dg.
The next observation again follows from [NW] easily.

Proposition 4.5 Let ES = (E; ; #; ) be a trace event structure and
est(ES ) = B . Let f : CES ! B be given by f (c) = (c) for every c 2 CES .
Then:

(i) f is an isomorphism between the posets (CES ; ) and (B; v).

(ii) f (f# e j e 2 E g) = pr(B ).

(iii) f (f# e j e 2 Ed g) = prd (B ).

2

(iv) LES
d = prd (B ) for every d.

We can now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.6 The trace event structure ES is regular i LES
d is recognizable
for every d.

Proof:
) Suppose ES = (E; ; #; ) is regular and est(ES ) = B . Then by
prop. 4.4, (B; v) is regular and hence by theorem 2.5, pr(B ) is recognizable.
Let A be a deterministic nite state automaton recognizing L = ts(pr(B )).
Now recall the automaton Atop = (Q; !; qin; F ) constructed in the proof
top by setting
of lemma 2.6. Consider the automaton Atop
d obtained from A
top
Ad =top(Q; !; qin; Fd) where Fd = ffdgg. Let Ld be the language recognized
by Ad . It is easy to verify that Ld = ts(prd (TR)). Hence ts(prd(B )) =
L \ Ld. Consequently prd (B ) is recognizable for each d. But now from prop.
4.5 (part (iv)) we also have that LES
d is recognizable for each d.
22

(

Suppose LES
d is recognizable for each d. Then by prop. 4.5 (part
(iv)), prd (B ) isSrecognizable for each d where B = est(ES ). But this implies
that pr(B ) = d2DR prd (B ) is recognizable and hence, by theorem 2.5, B is
regular. Prop. 4.4 now tells us that ES is also regular.
2

5 Labelled Trace Event Structures
Through the rest of the paper x , a nite non-empty set of labels.

De nition 5.1 A -labelled trace event structure is a pair LES = (ES; ')
where ES = (E; ; #; ) is a trace event structure (over (DR; I )) and ' :
E !  is a labelling function.
2
Note that LES has an \internal" labelling function . This function orients the events along the directions in DR while respecting the independence
relation I in the manner speci ed in section 3. On the other hand, ' is an
\external" and, in the present setting, unrestricted labelling function which
labels the events by members of .
One could ask why not start with -labelled trace structures? The answer is that a variety of negative results are at present available concerning
logics interpreted over trace structures and related models (see for instance
[LPRT, PK]). These results suggest that trace structures accompanied by
unrestricted labelling functions will not be a tractable collection of objects.
Indeed an observation due to Walukiewicz [Wal] suggests that even trace
structures accompanied by unrestricted labelling functions will not constitute a tractable collection of objects. (We will say a little more about this in
the concluding section.) Nevertheless we feel that it will be fruitful to study
of -labelled trace event structures and identify the required restrictions in
some suitable logical and/or automata theoretic framework. These notions
can then be transported, if necessary, to trace structures at a later stage.
Since  is xed we shall often say \labelled" to mean \-labelled". Let
LESi = (ESi; 'i), i = 1; 2 be a pair of labelled trace event structures with
ESi = (Ei; i; #i; i ). Then LES1 and LES2 are said to be isomorphic
23

(also denoted by abuse of notation as LES1  LES2) i there exists a trace
event structure isomorphism f : E1 ! E2 such that 1(e1) = 2(f (e1)) for
every e1 2 E1. Thus the isomorphism is also required to respect the external
labelling.

De nition 5.2 Let LES = (ES; ') be a labelled trace event structure with
ES = (E; ; #; ).
(i) Suppose c 2 CES . Then LES nc = (ES 0; '0 ) where ES 0 = (E 0 ; 0;#0; 0 ) =
ES nc and '0 is ' restricted to E 0.

(ii) The equivalence relation RLES  CES  CES is given by:

c RLES c0 i LES nc  LES nc0:
(iii) LES is regular i RLES is of nite index.

2

The main result of this section is a conservative extension of the classical
characterization of regular -labelled trees [Tho]. To formulate this result let
LES = (ES; ') be a labelled trace event structure with ES = (E; ; #; ).
 TR is de ned as:
Let x 2 . Then LLES
x
[] 2 LLES
i  2 (# e) for some e 2 '?1(x).
x

Theorem 5.3 The labelled trace event structure LES = (ES; ') is regular
i LLES
is a recognizable trace language for every x 2 .
x
d I^) where
Proof: Let ES = (E; ; #; ). Consider the trace alphabet (DR;
d
d
d
DR = DR   and I^  DR  DR is given by
((a; x); (b; y)) 2 I^ i (a; b) 2 I:
d = (E; ; #; ^) where ^ : E ! DR
d is given by:
Let ES

^ (e) = (d; x) i (e) = d and '(e) = x:
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d is a trace event structure over (DR;
d I^). Moreover the labelled
Clearly ES
d is regtrace event structure LES is regular i the trace event structure ES
S
d is regular i LEc
ular. By theorem 4.6, ES
d^ is a recognizable trace language
d . Now de ne, for each x 2 , the trace language LExcS via:
for every d^ 2 DR
[ S ^
LEcS = fLEc
^ j d 2 DR  fxgg:
x

d

S
^ d
Clearly LExcS is recognizable for each x if LEdc
^ is recognizable for each d 2 DR.
Conversely, suppose LExcS is recognizable for each x 2 . Then it is easy to
verify (using the automaton Atop constructed in the proof of lemma 2.6) that
S
^ d
LEdc
^ is recognizable for each d 2 DR .
But now the required result follows from the easy observation that LES
x =
c
E
S
2
Lx for each x 2 .

6 A Net Theoretic Characterization
The basic result shown in [NPW] says that every 1-safe Petri net unfolds into
a prime event structure. Later results appearing in a uniform setting (see
[NW] for exact references) show in fact that 1-safe Petri nets and prime event
structures represent each other in a strong sense. Based on this connection
we show here that regular trace event structures and (labelled) nite 1-safe
Petri nets are strongly related to each other.
We shall de ne here a 1-safe Petri net to be a quadruple N = (B; E; F; Min)
where (B; E; F ) is a net and Min  B is the initial marking. (B; E; F ) is a
net in the sense B is a set of conditions, E is the set of events with B \ E = ;.
Furthermore F  (B  E ) [ (E  F ) is the ow relation. We say that N is nite if both B and E are nite sets. From now by \Petri net" we shall mean
\1-safe Petri net". As usual, for x 2 B [ E , we set x = fy j (y; x) 2 F g
and x = fy j (y; x) 2 F g. The dynamics of N are captured by the associated transition system TSN = (RMN ; ! N ; Min) where RMN  2B and
! N  RMN  E  RMN are the least sets satisfying:
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 Min 2 RMN .
 Suppose M 2 RMN and e e2 E such that e  M and (e ?e) \ M = ;.
Then M 0 2 RMN and M !N M 0 where M 0 = (M ? e) [ e.
RMN is the set of reachable markings of N . FSN , the set of ring
sequences of the Petri net N = (B; E; F; Min) is the least subset of E 
de ned as follows. In doing so, it will be convenient to also build up the
relation  N
/

  2 FSN and Min

 N Min
/

 Suppose  2 FSN , Min
and Min e M 0 .



 NM
/

and M

e

NM
/

0.

Then e 2 FSN

/

In what follows, we will de ne notion of an es-unfolding (event structure
unfolding) of only nite 1-safe Petri nets. This silliness is mainly due to
the fact we have chosen to phrase the basic notions of trace theory in terms
of nite trace alphabets in order to appeal to the automaton theoretic constructions for recognizable trace languages. The material to follow that is
concerned with unfoldings can however be easily modi ed to apply to the
whole class of Petri nets.
The nite Petri net N = (B; E; F; Min) gives rise to the trace alphabet
(E; IN ) where IN = f(e1; e2) j (e1 [ e1) \ (e2 [ e2) = ;g. For  2 E  let [ ]N
denote the IN -equivalence class containing  .
Now for every  2 FSN it is easy to see that [ ]N  FSN . Clearly FSN
is pre x-closed. Furthermore, e; e0 2 FSN and e IN e0 implies ee0 2 FSN .
Thus BN = f[ ]N j  2 FSN g is a trace structure with ts(BN ) = FSN . We
let ESN denote tes(BN ) and call ESN the es-unfolding of N . Note that
according to prop. 3.2, ESN is a trace event structure over (E; IN ).
Let X be a nite non-empty set of labels. Then an X -labelled Petri net is
a pair LN = (N ; lb) where N = (B; E; F; Min) is a Petri net and lb : E ! X
is a labelling function.
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^ ^ ; #^ ; ^).
Let LN = (N ; lb) be an X -labelled Petri net and ESN = (E;
Then we let ESLN denote the X -labelled prime event structure ESLN =
^ ^ ; #^ ; lb o ^ ) and call it the es-unfolding of LN .
(E;
We can now state our net theoretic characterisation of regular trace event
structures.

Theorem 6.1 The trace event structure ES over (DR; I ) is regular i there
exists a nite DR-labelled Petri net LN = (N ; lb) such that ES is isomorphic
2

to ESLN .

One half of the theorem is quite easy to prove.

Lemma 6.2 Suppose LN = (N ; lb) is a nite DR-labelled Petri net such

that ESLN is a DR-labelled trace event structure. Then ESLN is regular.

^ ^ ; #^ ; ^) so that ESLN = (E;
^ ^ ; #^ ; lb o ^ ). Let
Proof: Let ESN = (E;
^ ^ ; #)
^ and N = (B; E; F; cin). Recall that ESN is a trace event
ES = (E;
structure over (E; IN ). De ne now the map  : CES ! RMN via (c) = M
provided there exists  2 ^ (c) such that Min  N M .
/

It is easy to check that  is well de ned. Next de ne the equivalence
relation RN  CES  CES as:

c RN c0 i (c) = (c0):
The number of equivalence classes of this equivalence relation is at most 2jBj.

Claim Suppose c RN c0. Then c RES c0 and in fact c RES c0.
N

LN

If the claim holds then the index of RESLN is at most 2jBj and hence
ESLN is regular. To see that the claim holds let  2 ^ (c) and  0 2 ^ (c0).
Then from (c) = (c0) it follows that 8 00 2 E ,  0 2 FSN i  00 2 FSN .
This observation at once leads to the claim.
2
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To prove the second half of theorem 3.1, we will prune away some local
transitions of the automaton Apr that was constructed to prove lemma 2.10.
To be precise, let A = (fSpg; f! dg; Sin; F ) be a deterministic and complete
asynchronous automaton operating over fDRpg. Recall that p ranges over
P , the set of maximal D-cliques of (DR; I ) with DRp = p for each p.
Let Apr = (fS^pg; fRdg; S^in; F^ ) be the deterministiccomplete asynchronous
automaton constructed from A as in the proof of lemma 2.10. We now de ne
the asynchronous automaton Bpr = (fS~pg; f dg; S~in; F~ ) as follows:

 S~p = S^p for each p.
 For each d, d is the least subset of Rd which satis es: Suppose (^s; t^) 2
Rd with s^(p) = (s(p); p) and t^(p) = (t(p); p) for each p 2 loc(d). Then
(^s; ^t) 2 d i s(p) 2 F and t(p) 2 F for each p 2 loc(d): Recall that
s(p) 2 SP , the set of global states of A and F is the set of global nal
states of A.
 S~in = S^in .
 F~ is the least subset of S~P (the set of global states of Bpr) which
satis es: Suppose  2 DR such that ~ is a run of Bpr with ~ () = s~.
Then s~ 2 F~ .
It is easy to observe that Bpr is also a deterministic asynchronous automaton. However it might not be complete. In fact, its characteristic feature is
that it accepts a word i it has a run over the word.

Lemma 6.3 Let B be a regular trace structure over (DR; I ) with ts(B ) = L.
Then there exists an asynchronous automaton B operating over fDRp g such
that L(B) = L. Moreover, for every  2 DR ? L, B has no run over .
Proof: Since B is regular, L is recognizable. Let A be a deterministic and
complete asynchronous automaton with A = (fSpg; f! dg; Sin; F ) such that
L(A) = L. Let Apr = (fS^pg; fRdg; S^in; F^ ) be the automaton constructed
from A as in the proof of lemma 2.10. Finally, let Bpr be the deterministic
asynchronous automaton constructed from Apr as detailed above. We wish to
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argue that Bpr has the properties required by the lemma. We shall decompose
the argument into three steps.
Claim 1 L(Apr ) = L(A).
Claim 2 L(Bpr ) = L(Apr ).
Claim 3 Let  2 DR . Then  2 L(Bpr ) i Bpr has a run over .
To see that claim 1 must hold, we note that, by the construction of Apr,
 2 L(Apr ) i # p()  L(A) for every p. But from the fact that B is a trace
structure it follows from prop. 2.8, that  2 L(A) i # p()  L(A) for every
p. Hence indeed L(Apr ) = L(A).
To settle claim 2, we consider  2 DR and proceed by induction on jj
to show that ~ : Prf () ! S~P is a run of Bpr over  i ~ is the accepting
run of Apr over .
Suppose jj = 0 so that  = . Since L is pre x-closed,  2 L and hence
the basis step follows immediately from the de nitions.
So suppose  = 0d. First assume that ~ : Prf () ! S~ is a run of Bpr over
. Let ~0 be the restriction of ~ to Prf (0). By the induction hypothesis,
~0 is the accepting run of Apr over 0. Let ~(0) = s^ and ~(0d) = t^. Then
((^s)d; (t^)d) 2 d Rd and consequently ~ is also the run of Apr over .
Suppose ~ is not an accepting run of Apr over . Then t^ 2= F^ . Hence,
by the de nition of F^ , it must be the case that t(p) 2= F for some p. Let
t^(p) = (t(p); p) for each p.
If p 2= loc(d) then s^(p) = ^t(p) and hence s^ 2= F^ . But this contradicts the
fact that ~0 is the accepting run of Apr over 0. So suppose that p 2 loc(d).
We now have t(p) 2= F and p 2 loc(d) which contradicts that ((^s)d ; (t^)d) 2 d.
Hence it must be the case that t^ 2 F^ .
On the other hand, if ~ : prf () ! S~ is the accepting run of Apr over .
Then from the fact that L is pre x-closed, it follows that 0 2 L and hence
s^ 2 F^ where ~() = t^ and ~(0) = s^. Consequently ((^s)d; (t^)d) 2 d . But
then by the induction hypothesis, ~ restricted to prf (0) is a run of Bpr over
0. Consequently ~ is a run of Bpr over  = 0d.
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Claim 3 follows at once from the de nition of F~ . Hence Bpr has the
properties required by the lemma.
2
With these preparations out of the way, we can now deal with the second
half of the proof of theorem 6.1.

Lemma 6.4 Suppose ES is a regular trace structure over (DR; I ). Then
there exists a nite DR-labelled Petri net LN = (N ; lb) such that ES is
isomorphic to ESLN .

Proof: Let est(ES ) = B and ts(B ) = L. B is a regular trace structure by
prop. 4.4 and hence B  TR is recognizable by prop. 2.2. Consequently, by

theorem 2.7, there exists a deterministic complete asynchronous automaton
A = (fSpg;
f! dg; Sin; F ) such that L(A) = L. Let Apr = (fS^pg; fRdg; S^in; F^ ) and
Bpr = (fS~pg; f dg; S~in; F~ ) be the deterministic asynchronous automaton
constructed from A as in the proof of the previous lemma. In what follows,
we will assume without loss of generality that if p 6= q then S~p \ S~q = ; and
that if a 6= b then a \ b= ;.
We de ne the DR-labelled nite Petri net LN = (N ; lb) with N =
(B; E; F; Min) as follows:
 B = S~ = Sp S~p.
 E=S .
d

d

 F = f(~s(p); (~s; ~t)) j (~s; ~t) 2 d and p 2 loc(d) for some dg
[f((~s; ~t); t~(p)) j (~s; t~) 2 d and p 2 loc(d) for some dg.
 Min = fs~in (p) j p 2 Pg where S~ = fs~in g.
 For each e 2 E , lb(e) = d provided e 2 d .

By abuse of notation let the unique extension of lb to E  (with co-domain
DR ) also be denoted lb.
30

Claim 1 Let  2 E . Then  2 FSN i lb( ) 2 L.
Claim 2 Let ;  0 2 FSN . Then  vI  0 i lb( ) v lb( 0).
N

It is tedious but straightforward to prove these two claims. The required
result then follows easily.
2
Thus theorem 6.1 is now established. A simple consequence is that one
can now obtain a similar characterization of regular -labelled trace event
structures in terms of nite -labelled Petri nets.

Corollary 6.5 Let ES be a -labelled trace event structure over (DR; I ).
Then ES is regular i there exists a nite -labelled Petri net LN = (N ; lb)
such that ES is isomorphic to ESLN .

d I^) where DR
d = DR   and
Proof: Consider the trace alphabet (DR;
I^ = f((a; x); (b; y)) j a I bg. Then following the lines of the proof of theorem
6.1, we can easily extract the corollary from theorem 6.4.

2

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced the notion of a regular trace event structure. We view trace event structures as a common generalization { in an
event-based framework { of trees and Mazurkiewicz traces. As pointed out
earlier, the notion of a trace event structure and hence that of a trace structure admitted here is rather generous. Even trace event structures whose
underlying prime event structures have an empty con ict relation will be
allowed. Surely this is not what one intends when talking about branching
time behaviours. In the case of ( nite) trees the required branching structure
is guaranteed by typing the nodes with arities or by demanding that each
node should have all its successors or none of its successors present in the
tree. Something similar will have to be done for trace event structure. The
possibilities that are available are many. It is not clear at present what is
the best way to proceed.
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We do not know at present what is the proper monadic second order
logic for trace event structures. As mentioned earlier, blind generalization
over con gurations (i.e. over traces in the setting of trace structures) will
at once result in an undecidable logic. Surprisingly enough, it turns out,
as pointed out by Walukiewicz [Wal] that a logic over trace event structures which permits quanti cation over events will also be undecidable. To
see this, consider the trace alphabet (DR0 ; I0) with DR0 = fl; m; rg and
I0 = f(l; r); (r; l)g. Then the events corresponding to the set of prime traces
fln1 ; rn2 m j n1  0; n2  0g can be used to code up the two-dimensional grid.
Thus we must nd a suitable restriction on trace event structures in order to
arrive at branching time legics that are decidable and hopefully interesting.
Recently, Huhn and Niebert [HN] have proposed what may be called
confusion-free trace event structures as a suitable class of objects. They also
formulate a related class of automata and show that the emptiness problem
for these automata is decidable. We feel that confusion-freeness is a much
too drastic restriction and one should look for a larger class of trace event
structures. It is however not clear at present what this larger class ought to
be.
Our notion of regular trace event structures gives rise to an interesting
conjecture which appears to be dicult to prove. First note that for a prime
event structure ES = (E; ; #) we can de ne the equivalence relation RES 
CES  CES via:
c RES c0 i ES nc  ES nc0:
(The notion of isomorphism that  captures is the natural one.)
Next we say that e 2 E is enabled at c 2 CES i e 2= c and c [feg 2 CES .
Let en(c) be the set of events enabled at the con guration c.
Finally, we say that ES is regular i RES is of nite index and there
exists an integer k such that jen(c)j  k for every c 2 CES .

Conjecture The prime event structure ES is regular i it is isomorphic to
the es-unfolding of a nite 1-safe Petri net.
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